
DISCO Workflow enables organizations to manage large and 
complex reviews without sacrificing DISCO’s signature ease 
of use and performance. DISCO’s unparalleled platform speed 
and intuitive design ensures that every part of the process — 
from identifying document populations to creating batches and 
reviewing documents — works seamlessly. 

With AI-driven prioritization built directly into the platform, review 
teams can front-load their reviews with the most relevant docu-
ments and finish their reviews faster. They can also leverage 
AI in the QC process to ensure the highest-risk documents get 
a second set of eyes before they are produced. Furthermore, 
real-time dashboards that track review pace and estimated 
completion dates ensure reviewer managers provide accurate 
budgets and schedules to their clients. 

DISCO Workflow is flexible and fully customizable, so review 
teams can use it for projects of any size — whether they need 
to review millions of documents for relevance or redact a few 
dozen Excel spreadsheets.

Structured Reviews in DISCO
For your team’s most complex reviews, put DISCO to work

“Without DISCO Workflow and predictive coding, we 

would need an army of attorneys for our reviews. 

With DISCO Workflow, we are able to get better quality 

results in a fraction of the time.”

— Emil P. Forsblad, Paralegal, Ralls Gruber & Niece LLP
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Efficient review management
DISCO Workflow allows you to optimize your review, with more 
flexibility and less of an administrative burden. 

 ■ Review stages and automatic routing: Create review stages 
and design review panels with ease. Set up waterfall stages 
to automatically move documents from one stage to the next 
based on customizable rules.

 ■ Real-time batching: Get rid of tedious administrative work with 
our proprietary just-in-time batching. Instead of creating static 
batches at the beginning of the review, review managers set 
criteria and let DISCO do the batching on-demand. 

 ■ Powerful and flexible conditional coding: DISCO has a powerful 
rules engine that can govern tags, notes, redactions, and fields 
— and doesn’t require a computer science degree to use. 

Integrated AI
With artificial intelligence fully integrated with every stage of 
the review process, reviews are more efficient and accurate. 

 ■ AI prioritization: Front-load your review with responsive docu-
ments based on DISCO AI’s predictive scores — which continu-
ally update as more documents are tagged. DISCO’s real-time 
batching ensures each batch of documents sent to a review 
takes advantage of the most up-to-date scores. 

 ■ Defensible workflows: Easily create and review an estimation 
sample at the beginning of your review to determine the number 
of responsive documents you should expect to find, and pull a 
validation sample at the end to confirm that all of the responsive 
documents have been found. 

 ■ Accessible AI scores: Easily find AI scores for the documents 
you care about, whether you are working in the document 
viewer, filters, or your document list. And with granular permis-
sion settings, you can limit access to the scores to your QC 
attorneys or make them available to all reviewers.
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Real-time dashboards
Gain insight and take control as key metrics are presented to 
you in real time:

 ■ Track review progress: Stay up-to-date with review pace and 
completion date expectations with charts that provide at-a-
glance updates. These dashboards allow you to view aggregate 
metrics or break metrics down by reviewer.

 ■ Track tagging trends: Easily spot trends across different docu-
ment populations with dashboards that show the frequency of 
each tag. With these dashboards, review managers can quickly 
determine whether the issues in their document population 
matches their expectations. 

 ■ Track reviewer time: DISCO tracks how much time your review 
team spends on reviewing documents in workflow and calcu-
lates key operational metrics — like documents per hour — for 
you. Easily report back on the metrics you care about, whether 
you are reporting back to your client or team. 

Advanced quality control
Quality control in DISCO goes beyond random samples and 
static workflows, and ensures you can catch problems in real 
time — before they propagate. 

 ■ Track outliers: Track each reviewer’s tagging behavior in real-
time, so you can identify outliers and provide any necessary 
additional training early. 

 ■ AI-driven QC: With AI that automatically surfaces documents that 
have likely been miscoded, you can eliminate the guesswork 
on QC. 

 ■ QC module: Easily pull random samples of documents to QC 
and track the results with detailed dashboards.


